‘STRICTLY’ EXCLUSIVE

ALEXANDRA
BURKE

ON DANCING HER HEART
OUT FOR HER MUM
“Wow. When I first posed in front of the camera
nine years ago, I was a girl. Now I look like a woman,”
she says.
Alexandra’s career began at the tender age of 20,
when she won The X Factor in 2008. Since then, she has
never left the limelight. She has sold more than four
million records in the UK alone, released a clothing
line, appeared a guest judge on The X Factor and
excelled in the West End, first playing Rachel Marron
in The Bodyguard and then, most recently, the lead role
in the musical Sister Act.
Now it’s her time to shine on Strictly Come Dancing –
and, goodness, she has. Fans of the hit BBC show have
been dazzled by Alexandra’s impressive moves in her
performances with professional partner Gorka
Márquez and she is one of the frontrunners to take
home the coveted glitterball.
Crucially, she is the type of Strictly star who can take
criticism – even from notoriously hard-to-please judge
Craig Revel Horwood.
“Yes, you get critiqued and yes, everyone’s always
got something to work on. You’re never going to be
perfect,” she says. “But, for me, the biggest success
is walking off stage going, ‘That was the best
time on stage.’ If you reflect that and
people can see that and it’s genuine,
that’s what makes it Strictly.”
Appearing on the show is a
“lifelong dream” come true
for the 29-year-old singer –
she has spent years
dropping not-sosubtle hints
about
h e r

s
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our location house in London, singer Alexandra
IfirstnBurke
is enjoying looking through the results of her
hello! photoshoot.

Alexandra takes a break
from Strictly Come Dancing
rehearsals to pose in her
first photoshoot for hello! –
and she loves the results.
“When I first posed in front
of the camera nine years
ago, I was a girl. Now I look
like a woman,” she says

’I think mum is
watching over me.
When the camera
panned to the
audience I saw her
sitting with my
brother and I
choked up’
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With her beloved mother
Melissa Bell (below), who
died in August after a long
fight with kidney failure
and diabetes. “I think she
is watching over me,”
Alexandra says

desire to try her luck on the Elstree
Studios dancefloor.
“I wanted to do Strictly for years
but I believe in the saying, ‘What is
for you will never pass you by,’ so this
was obviously the right time for me,”
she tells us. “You never know how
long you will last, so to still be a part
of it is a dream, an absolute dream.”
Nor does she make any secret of
her ambition to win: “It would mean
everything to me to get to the end.
Of course I want to do well.”
THE SHOW MUST GO ON
Key to understanding Alexandra’s
investment in Strictly is appreciating
its role in helping her deal with the
loss of her beloved mother Melissa
Bell, a former lead vocalist in
Grammy award-winning band Soul
II Soul, who died aged 53 on 28
August – the day Alexandra filmed
the launch show.
“The day that Mum passed and
the day we had to walk down the red
carpet was the hardest day of my life,
but I had to do it for her because I
had no choice," she says, her voice
dropping to a whisper as she
struggles to control her emotions.
“I couldn’t quit something I love,
that she wanted me to do. She raised
me to be the best me I can be and
keep strong. She’s my motivation to
get out of bed and to go to the dance
studios to rehearse for ten hours.
“I think she is watching over me,”
Alexandra adds.
Alexandra visualised her mum in
the audience the week she scored 39
points out of a possible 40 for her
jive to Tina Turner’s Proud Mary.
“When the camera panned to the
audience, I saw my mum sitting with
my brother David and I choked up.
Then it hit me that she wasn’t there,”
she recalls.
Afterwards, Alexandra broke
down in tears during a live interview
with the show’s co-host Claudia
Winkleman. The outpouring of love
and support that followed from the
public brought a lot

of comfort to the grieving star. “One
lady wrote to me on my Instagram
or Twitter and said she’d lost her son
and I’d inspired her to get out of
bed and go. That, for me, was huge,”
she says.
“I can’t even begin to describe
how it felt losing [Mum] and I’m
still grieving. I’m feeling all kinds of
weird feelings. One minute I’m
really happy and then I’ll see a
picture or smell something that
reminds me of her and it takes me
all the way back.”
Melissa had been diagnosed with
kidney failure and diabetes while
her daughter was on The X Factor.
Despite the severity of her
mother’s illness, Alexandra never
gave up hope she would be okay.
“Losing my mum so young made
me question my faith in God and
so many things, because I was
completely in denial with how sick
she was,” she says. “I asked them in
hospital if she was deteriorating and
they said no. But then, boom, she
was gone.” Alexandra drops her
chin to her chest and exhales slowly.
“She is meant to be here.”
Strictly is providing a much-needed
focus for Alexandra and her family,
including her elder brother David,
30, who lives with the singer and her
boyfriend Josh Ginnelly, also 30, at
their Hertfordshire home.
She “cancelled everything for this
show” and is devoting every waking
moment to it, training for ten hours
every Monday to Thursday before
all-day rehearsals on Friday and then
the live show on Saturday.

s

CLOSE CONTACT
She has formed a close bond with
her professional dance partner
Gorka and is convinced their strong
working relationship is down to the
fact they are both Virgos and
“perfectionists”. Will Gorka be a
friend for life?
“I hope so,” she says. “On the days
we’re not together, we text each
other and I do miss him. I’ll go, ‘I
can’t wait to get back to see
Gorka.’”
Given the so-called “Strictly
curse” that has seen many
contestants’ relationships fall apart
during or after the series, hello!
wonders how Alexandra’s stage
manager boyfriend of 18 months,
whom she met when they both
worked on The Bodyguard, feels
about her spending so much time in
the arms of another man.
“He totally gets it,” she says. “In
the green room, it’s Josh and Gorka
in the corner talking and I go off
with my manager and get a glass of
wine. But that is precious to me
because of the fact Josh understands
what my career is about.
“If Josh ever said to me, ‘I don’t
care about you and Gorka,’ or, ‘I
don’t want to get to know him,’ I
would be worried.
“But he wants to be involved,
he wants to come to the dance
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’Mum raised me to be the best me I can
be. She’s my motivation to go to the
studios to rehearse for ten hours’

Alexandra in action with
her Strictly partner Gorka
Márquez (left), performing
the jive to Tina Turner’s
Proud Mary, which netted
the 2008 X Factor winner
an impressive 39 points
out of 40 from the judges
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Alexandra with boyfriend
Josh Ginnelly (right) in a
picture she posted on
Instagram in January to
celebrate their first meeting,
26 two years ago that day. “I
said, ‘Hi , I’m Alexandra –
Nice to meet you’ how time
flies,” she wrote

studio and bring my French bulldog
Milo to meet Gorka because Gorka loves Frenchies
as much as we do. There’s a lot in common.”
Midway through Alexandra’s photoshoot, Josh
pops by to drop off a set of house keys. Alexandra,
posing in a cream dress with a stunning layered
feather skirt, glances mischievously in her
boyfriend’s direction and says: “The next shoot
will be the wedding.”
Love rumours are rife on Strictly and when talk
turns to speculation that Alexandra has fallen out
with Gemma Atkinson over the actress’s alleged
romance with Gorka, she shakes her head.
“Absolute rubbish,” she says. “It frustrates the
hell out of me. We know the truth. We know
we’re not arguing. I don’t know if people really
believe how much of a family we all are, so when
we all read stuff, we’re reading it together going,
‘Well, that’s rubbish.’”
A NEW OUTLOOK
Perching on the sofa eating grilled chicken, sweet
potato and aubergine salad, Alexandra answers
questions with honesty and real emotion, saying
that she feels like a changed woman – and she
does look different. Since the summer of 2015,
she has dropped 2st and three dress sizes, after
committing to five-times-a-week gym sessions and
overhauling her diet.
Since losing her mum, she says, she no longer
frets about what she can’t control – “I feel like I
can’t get stressed any more over little things when
the biggest thing in my life has happened” – and
is now focusing her energy on the things that
make her happy.
The first item on her post-Strictly agenda is a
return to the studio to record the album she has
repeatedly put on the back burner because of
other commitments.
“I want to get back into the studio within the
next week. I’m yearning to sing,” she says. “I was
20 when I won The X Factor. I’m not singing about
bad boys any more, I’m singing about being
H
heartbroken. That, for me, is real.”
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USING CANTU BEAUTY UK
MAKE-UP: THEMBI MKANDU AT CREATIVE AGENCY
USING LAURA MERCIER

Strictly Come Dancing is shown on BBC1 on Saturday and
Sunday evenings.
For a behind-the-scenes video and other exclusive
content, visit hellomagazine.com.
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’We know we’re not
arguing. I don’t know if
people really believe how
much of a family we are’
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